
H.K. Founders produce high quality flashing, grinding and lapping 
plates for use by ball bearing manufacturers throughout the world. 
They also produce flat lapping plates for use primarily in the silicon 
wafer, solar and flat lapping industries. Through close liaison with 
their customer, H.K. Founders' supply plates tailored to suit 
requirements, such as specific material, hardness or design 
features. Plates are available for a range of machines in a variety of 
sizes.  HK Founders keep up with the latest technologies in order 
to meet their customers’ needs in a competitive environment and 
continue to grow.

 To stay in line with stringent ISO 9001 quality standards and to fulfil changing customer demands HK 
need a fully flexible order processing and accounts system, which enables them to fulfil specific orders to 
the finest detail and store all relevant records. 

With Datafile HK Founders were able to choose the most relevant modules to meet their priority needs. 
Applications such as stock control, sales order processing, nominal ledger and purchase ledger allow 
straight forward processing, control and traceability of every transaction.

Using Datafile profiler, Servat created custom routines and procedures to meet HK Founders unique 
order handling. Each sales order is automatically processed to produce individual Purchase Orders for 
specialised parts and processes. This helps HK maintain a very efficient operation.

Finding it important to keep up with the latest technologies to maximise efficiencies and to keep ahead of 
their competitors, HK use the latest version of Datafile 2016. They benefit from a user friendly Windows 
type application and SQL for production of simple and intricate management reports updated in 
real-time; giving accurate information in a few clicks. Colour coding is used to keep track of orders, 
invoices and stock control. 

Servat and HK have a great relationship spanning over 18 years, which helps Servat 
to fully understand the business and their processes.  With more than 30 years 
computing, accounting and Datafile experience the Servat team were able to 
effectively implement the upgrade with minimum disturbance to day to day work 
and support the HK team with training.

“The Company took the decision relatively early in its life to invest heavily for 
a small company in a software solution such as Datafile. In order to reduce the 
reliance on personnel to retain information and procedures, the decision was 
taken to adopt Datafile Premier which has enabled a substantial amount of 
bespoke tailoring to be built into our system. This has allowed us to maintain a 
very efficient operation, without which we would not be where we are today.”

— Steve Middleton, MD at HK Founders, Nottingham
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